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Material: Pinus Radiata 

 

List the main manufacturing brands of this material in the New 
Zealand construction sector:  
 
Arbor Resources Ltd. 

LumberLink 

McAlpines: 

Niagara 

Northland Timber Co. Limited 
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List the main uses/forms of this material in building construction: 
Timber Framing (walls, roofs, windows and doors), decks and floor surfaces, in home 
surfaces. 

Of what and/or how is it made in it's general use/form?  
Pine. Branches stripped, bark stripped, rough cut, kiln dried, dressed and treated. (cut to 
size accordingly) Graded. 

Where does it come from?  
Plantation Pine Forest Parks throughout New Zealand 

What is it ‘good’ for?  

Wood is one of the most renewable and sustainable building materials. The cycle 
of planting and harvesting of plantation forests results in the removal and storage 
of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. This helps make timber an environmentally 
friendly choice for anyone concerned about his or her carbon footprint. 

can be modified easily eg. adding extensions, strengthening  
Making Pine Cone 
Cows… and Christmas 
decorations. 
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What is it ‘bad’ for?  
Does not last as long as other framing materials, susceptible to rot.  

Not weather proof unless treated.  

Vulnerable to bora.  

Warps with heat or moisture. 

The industrial cultivation and harvesting of Pinus Radiata is generally considered ‘tough’ 
on the soils and landscape waterways. This may lead to degradation of the landscape to 
the point where it is no longer profitable for Pine cultivation. As many plantation sites are 
very steep, this land is not useful to convert to farmland, and may not be able to support 
reforestation (are we heading to repeat the ‘arid hills’ of the Mediterranean?) 

 

Diagram the ‘normal’ lifecycle of 3 uses of this material.  
Tree. Timber. Wood Pallets. Firewood.  

Tree > Pulverized to wood dust > [add nasty resins] MDF kitchen cupboards 
> landfill [do not burn; smoke is highly corrosive]. 

Tree > Timber > House Framing > Debris > Reclaimed Timber > Coffee 
Table (but watch out for those leaching preservatives) > Firewood >Carbon 
Dioxide > Trees… and repeat. 
 

What could be used as an alternative in these instances? 
Bamboo can be composited in laminated form to make hard wearing, 
straight and non-warping MDF equivalent. It is an even better renewable 
source – except it has to ship half way around the world. 

Marine Ply is a very nice alternative to MDF. It is made from tropical 
hardwoods (damn), but is very stable, easy to use like MDF and can be 
patched, repaired or recycled. 

Steel or Aluminium Framing instead of Timber Framing  

Glass Coffee Table  

Doulas Fir, Eucaluptus (hardwood) and Kauri (indigenous?) have been 
explored as alternatives to Pine. 
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Discuss recent innovations to improve the environmental rating of 
this material? 
Glulam – often considered better performing in earthquakes compared to 
concrete/steel structures. eg. Te Ara Hihiko 

New Process – Removing sulfur from gasoline and using it to produce a 
highly stable form of fertilizer for Pine Trees 

 


